Ulnar Nerve Neuropathy after Distal Radius Fracture Malunion. Uncommon Intra-Operative Findings and a Review of the Literature
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Abstract
Distal radius fractures are among the most common fractures. Though associated neurologic problems are not uncommon, ulnar nerve dysfunction is a rare complication. An interesting case of sensory impairment of the ulnar nerve in a female patient with distal radius malunion, 6 months after a conservatively treated fracture, in which surgical intervention revealed an anatomic variation of ulnar nerve route, is presented in conjunction with a review of relevant literature.
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Introduction
Distal radius fractures are the most common fractures presented in orthopaedic emergency department. They represent approximately 15% of all fractures in adults and their reported annual incidence is 640,000 in the United States only, and they are usually the result of low energy mechanism of injury [1, 2]. Associated neurologic problems are reported in up to 9% of cases regarding median nerve compression in carpal tunnel in vast majority [3]. On the other hand, ulnar nerve motor or sensory symptoms after distal radius fracture, represent an uncommon clinical situation with a reported rate of 0.05% resulting mainly from high-energy trauma.

Material & methods
A 67-years-old female patient presented at the outpatients’ hand clinic reporting persistent wrist pain and numbness in fingers of her left hand. Patient’s past medical history included a distal radius fracture (type III according to Fernandez-Jupiter classification) with ulnar styloid fracture as a result of a fall by her height on the extended hand six months ago. Fracture had been conservatively treated elsewhere by closed reduction, manipulations and casting for 6 weeks (figure 1a, b, c, d).
Conservative treatment of the fracture by plaster immobilization resulted in a malunion as it is showed in 6-month follow-up x-rays (c, d). There is loss of radius height and ulna plus deformity of more than 6mm (e) while DRUJ diastasis drives to increased carpal translation index though the carpus is well centralized on the radius.

On the clinical examination, there was tenderness at the dorsal aspect of the wrist especially at the distal radioulnar joint (DRUJ) and decreased, painful range of movement at wrist including forearm pronation-supination. Hand was fixed in an ulnarily deviated position. Patient complained about numbness, dysesthesia and decreased sensation in the area of distribution of both median and ulnar nerve (all fingers) with no findings of motor impairment. She reported no history of pain or any type of sensory impairment in hand prior the injury.

Imaging studies revealed a malunited distal radius fracture with significant shortening (more than 5 mm) of the radius and a resultant ulna plus deformity. There was also a radial carpal translation (ratio 0.42). However, this was the result of DRUJ malunion and consecutive widening of joint space instead of a real translation of carpal bones towards radial styloid. Malunion of the distal radius with radial translation of the epiphysis and disorder of the sigmoid notch were imaged in detail by ct-scan (figure 1e, f).

Nerve conduction studies (NCS) revealed ulnar and median nerve compression neuropathy at the level of the wrist. A six-month period after the wrist fracture excluded post-traumatic neurapraxia.

Taking into account ulnar nerve compression neuropathy and ulna plus deformity of wrist, operative intervention was decided. Preoperative planning included distal ulna shortening osteotomy and ulnar nerve exploration in the distal forearm and Guyon’s canal.

Ulnar shortening osteotomy was performed with resection of a 6 mm portion of ulna at the distal third of diaphysis. After checking ulna head position in relation with radius, we proceeded to surgical exploration of the ulnar nerve in Guyon’s canal. Although no signs of pressure were present, the canal was released, and exploration was extended proximally. Ulnar neurovascular bundle was found to be translated ulnarily to flexor carpi ulnaris (FCU) and consequently, nerve and artery were compressed beneath FCU tendon while crossing it, passing radially to enter Guyon’s canal (figure 2a). At this level, the ulnar nerve was released taking care to retain FCU tendon insertion. Carpal tunnel was also released by the same approach (figure 2).

Results

The patient was discharged after a short hospital stay for 24h antibiotic administration and wound evaluation. Clinical and radiological follow-up examinations were carried out regularly. There were no recorded signs of superficial or deep infection and post-operative radiological studies revealed progressive healing at the site of ulna osteotomy.

A protective, volarly placed cast was applied for 2 weeks, followed by early passive and active mobilization.

At the 4 weeks post-operative evaluation patient had satisfactory flexion-extension movement of the wrist, but she reported a snapping feeling at the level of DRUJ during pronation-supination which was attributed to impingement of the ulnar head.
at the disarranged radius sigmoid notch due to distal radius fracture malunion. Concerning the nerve compression symptoms, partial improvement of numbness was reported, but not complete recovery. Of course, there were still no motor symptoms. At the 3-month follow-up, there was significant improvement of ulnar nerve’s sensory function and no snapping sensation in DRUJ. One year postoperatively, x-rays of the forearm and wrist show complete healing of ulna osteotomy and better positioning of radius and ulna, concerning DRU joint (figure 3). The functional result was satisfactory with (PRWE) Patient Rated Wrist Evaluation score 12/100 and Green and O’Brien (Cooney et al. modification) scoring system 85 (good). There was no sign of ulnar nerve compression neuropathy (numbness or sensory deficit).

Discussion

Nerve related disorders after distal radius fractures are not infrequent. Closed fractures with displacement of distal radius epiphysis, comminution and haematoma formation can change the anatomical environment producing signs of nerve compression neuropathies. Manipulations for fracture reduction can also harm nerves. Such fractures usually affect median nerve causing symptoms of carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS). Acute median neuropathy incidence after distal radius fracture is between 2% and 7% in the literature while distal radius epiphysis translation of more than 35% seems to be a statistically significant predictor for the development of acute CTS. Fractures may also worsen a pre-existing carpal tunnel syndrome, aggravating symptoms. For that reason, many authors suggest acute carpal tunnel release in case of operatively treated distal radius fractures [4-7].

On the other hand, ulnar nerve associated motor or sensory symptoms after distal radius fracture, represent an uncommon clinical situation with a reported rate of 0.05%. Neurapraxia of ulnar nerve or its dorsal cutaneous branch with sensory loss and paresthesia may be the result of a distal radius fracture displacement and usually resolves immediately after fracture reduction or within a 4-6 weeks period [8]. Ulnar neuropathy is associated mainly with high-energy trauma, excessively displaced fracture patterns or extremely aggressive reduction manipulations [9]. Moreover, frequency of ulnar nerve dysfunction associated with distal radius fracture may be increased within a 2-year postoperative period. Complete motor and sensory deficit of ulnar nerve can also be a post-operative complication in up to 2% of patients with operatively treated distal radius fractures, especially with gross displacement after high-energy [10].

Differences in median and ulnar nerve post-traumatic neuropathy rates after distal radius fractures could be explained on the basis of the different anatomy of carpal tunnel and Guyon’s canal, respectively. Ulnar nerve is better protected in its canal and furthermore, it seems to have greater excursion and mobility along the forearm. Thus, despite a possible bowstringing while fracture is taking place, it turns out to be much less vulnerable to compression than median nerve [11]. On the other hand, been fixed in the Guyon’s canal, it is in greater risk of contusion by the blast of the fracture. Compression secondary to prolonged oedema and tissue fibrosis can cause intraneural fibrosis [10, 12]. Intra-operative and cadaveric findings suggest that such a contusion injury of ulnar nerve can be caused by posterior and radial displacement of distal radius fragment [13]. Furthermore, combined median and ulnar nerve palsy in distal radius fractures with major displacement after high-energy trauma is even more rare.

Some authors consider surgical nerve release unnecessary as they have found that clinical recovery within 3 months is the rule [14]. In contrast, other authors suggest that in case of closed, displaced, intra-articular, highly comminuted distal radius fractures with concomitant ulna styloid fracture, an additional surgical intervention may be needed for nerve exploration, decompression, and neurolysis after initial osteosynthesis [12]. On the other hand, acute carpal tunnel syndrome or open wounds associated with distal radius fractures strongly indicate exploration and release in case of a nerve dysfunction [10].

In our case, ulnar and median nerve exploration was decided due to persisting nerves’ dysfunction for 6 months and the need of ulna shortening osteotomy. Ulnar neurovascular bundle was exposed by the approach of the distal half of ulna for the shortening osteotomy and found lying beside ulna, medial to flexor carpi ulnaris belly and tendon. As a result of this route of the ulnar nerve in distal forearm, an intersection between nerve and FCU with the nerve passing beneath the tendon just proximally its insertion to the pisiform, was revealed. Consequently, ulnar nerve was compressed by the FCU tendon trying to enter the Guyon’s canal. Though NCS results suggested that pressure on ulnar nerve was at Guyon’s canal, indicating the need of canal release, there were no signs of nerve compression along the canal.

Medial displacement of the nerve proximal to the wrist level cannot be easily explained. Radial translation of the carpus could explain a radial transposition of FCU due to its insertion to pisiform bone but in that case, what kept the nerve back? It is not clear what made the nerve to slip beneath the FCU in the forearm, given that various anatomical studies have shown that ulnar nerve mobility in the forearm allows nerve to escape injury in most cases even when being grossly displaced and stretched [15].

Of course, in the very uncommon case of ulnar nerve entrapment in DRUJ and displacement dorsal to the ulnar styloid process, nerve injury should be expected [16]. Thick post-traumatic, fibrous bands surrounding ulnar nerve and restricting its mobility, have been also found intra-operatively to be the reason of progressive ulnar nerve palsy [15]. Post-traumatic fibrous tissue formation due to distal radius fracture could explain ulnar nerve transpositioning in our case, but there were no such findings.
However, anatomical variation of ulnar nerve could be an explanation of our patient’s neurological signs. Except for well-known anastomosis between ulnar and median nerve (as Riche-Cannieu and Martin-Gruber), anatomical variants of ulna nerve in distal forearm that could have an impact in case of distal radius fracture, have been reported as operative or cadaveric studies’ findings.

Main trunk of ulnar nerve typically runs lateral and posterior to FCU tendon and medial to the ulnar artery and veins. In continuation, ramus palmaris manus enters the Guyon’s canal and it is divided into superficial and deep branches in most cases, at the middle or distal third of the canal.

An additional ulnar nerve branch originating from the main trunk about 13cm proximal to pisiform bone and running together with ulnar artery through the Guyon’s canal, has been found in cadaveric dissection. In another anatomic study revealed a large nerve loop traveling around the FCU tendon in an adult female. Anomalous muscle bellies in the canal have also been reported in cases of peripheral ulnar nerve compression neuropathy [17, 18]. However, the majority of the described variations of ulnar nerve below elbow are located in the palm of the hand and have to do with its terminal branches at the level of the Guyon’s canal [19].

However, such anatomic variations have not been found intra-operatively in our case. There was no abnormality of ulnar neurovascular bundle concerning additional branches or uncommon division site, except for the medial translation relatively to FCU tendon. While the possibility of a pre-existing anatomical variation cannot be excluded, translocation of ulnar nerve as a result of the distal radius fracture or reduction manipulations cannot be easily explained, as well. Malunion of the distal radius epiphysis in a radially translated position with a possible external rotation may have moved the pisiform and FCU lateral to ulnar nerve.

In any case, absence of any kind of sensory or motor symptoms related to ulnar nerve before the traumatic event, strongly suggests that the fracture malunion was the cause of ulnar nerve compression, either changing nerve’s position or increasing pressure due to anatomical disorder. Fracture malunion and derangement of the anatomy of the surrounding tissues could have provoked compression symptoms of the ulnar nerve that was already in an anatomically abnormal position. MRI investigation of the route of the contralateral ulnar nerve might have answered the question in case it revealed the same anatomical abnormality in the contralateral forearm.

Abnormal route of ulnar nerve has been described. It has been found to run directly adjacent to the median nerve in the distal forearm during carpal tunnel release surgery [20]. In a published analogous case, ulnar nerve exploration after distal radius fracture dorsally malunited, revealed that the nerve was in touch with the subcutaneous ulnar surface, fixed by a fibrous tether 5 cm proximal to the ulno-carpal joint line suggesting an anatomical variation and not post-traumatic scarring. Authors concluded that point fixation of the nerve could pre-dispose to traction injury at the time of the fracture or due to radius dorsal malunion. They recommended further proximal exposure, in case of peripheral ulnar nerve compression without an obvious lesion within Guyon’s canal, in order to exclude any possible anatomical variations contributing to compression [21]. However, our exploration did not reveal any fibrous band tethering of the nerve and there is no report of crossing routes of ulnar nerve and FCU tendon just proximal to the Guyon’s canal that cause ulnar nerve compression neuropathy, either as anatomical variant or as a fracture result.

After the release of the Guyon’s canal, ulnar nerve was proximally dissected along its route and mobilized up to the middle third of the forearm. Due to its functional significance, FCU tendon could not be sacrificed and an effort was made just to widen and deepen ulnar nerve’s bed at the site of cross passing, as a complete repositioning of the neurovascular bundle was obstructed by soft tissues.

Conclusion

Ulnar nerve neuropathy after distal radius fractures is uncommon though the fracture itself, reduction manipulations and a resultant malunion can stress ulnar nerve as well, at the level of the wrist. Anatomical variations are much more uncommon but if present, can predispose to dysfunction of the nerve under increased pressure due to anatomical disorder of the surroundings. Persisting neurological symptoms and findings in nerve conducting studies that suggest peripheral compression neuropathy of the ulnar nerve after distal radius fracture require nerve exploration and release. Surgeon should thoroughly investigate the nerve in forearm as well, especially in case that compression in the Guyon’s canal is not confirmed intra-operatively, keeping in mind that anatomical variants of the distal ulnar nerve may be present.
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